
How to govern 
your IoT program
to unleash innovation and create 
new paths to value

Want to learn more? 
Read our report

Execute your IoT 
strategy safely 
and securely

Keep the program 
continually 
up-and-running

How to govern your IoT program 
to harness the massive market potential of 
connected products

— Develop a unified 
vision for the IoT 
program 

— Facilitate 
collaboration 
between IoT 
stakeholders

— Incorporate 
security and privacy 
controls by design

— Utilize tools, 
assessments, and 
metrics to measure 
and monitor ongoing 
risks 

— Protect and manage 
data from inception 
through destruction

— Enable a continuous 
feedback loop into 
your strategy and 
development 
processes

— Embed risk controls 
throughout 
development life cycle  

— Take measures to 
reduce third party risk 

— Provide tools and 
training to help foster 
a culture centered on 
consumer trust

Consider risk 
right from the 
get-go

of enterprises 
adopt IoT 
by 20202

65%20
billion

connected 
devices by 

20201

The Internet of Things (IoT) is poised 
for exponential growth.
A massive network of everyday objects is now 
online and getting bigger daily.

1 week
following ransomware 
attack at a hospital3

Lifesaving systems down for

6.4 million
people’s personal data 
exposed by a “smart doll” 
attack5

230,000
residents left 
powerless due to cyber 
attack on local utility4

Few companies are truly prepared 
to seize IoT opportunities. 
Pushing connected products to market at speed 
without foundational risk management and 
controls jeopardizes consumer trust.

1, 2 Leading the IoT (Gartner 2017)

3 Hospital ransomware attack: Global cyberattack strikes dozens of countries, cripples U.K. hospitals 
(CBS News, May 12, 2017)

4 Utility company attack: Inside Cunning Unprecedented Hack of Ukraine’s Power Grid, 
(Wired, March 3, 2017)

5 “Smart doll” attack: FBI Warns Parents of Privacy Risks With Internet-Connected Toys 
(NBC News, July 18, 2017)
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